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Let G be a compact abelian group with the archimedean totally ordered dual r 
and let P be the von Neumann algebra crossed product determined by a finite von 
Neumann algebra M and a one-parameter group {cL~},,~,. of trace preserving *- 
automorphisms of M. In this paper, we investigate the structure of invariant 
subspaces and cocycles for the subalgebra 2, of L! consisting of those operators 
whose spectrum with respect to the dual automorphism group {p,),,, on L! is 
nonnegative. Our main result asserts that if M is a factor, then 2, is maximal 
among the u-weakly closed subalgebras of P. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a compact abelian group with the archimedean totally ordered 
dual K We are interested in the structure of invariant subspaces and cocycles 
for certain subalgebras of von Neumann algebras constructed as crossed 
products of finite von Neumann algebras by one-parameter groups of trace 
preserving *-automorphisms induced by K These subalgebras are called 
nonselfadjoint crossed products. In the case when r= 2, McAsey, Muhly 
and the author studied invariant subspaces and the maximality of nonselfad- 
joint crossed products in [8] and [9]. This paper is a generalization of [S] 
and [9] to the discrete group r with an archimedean totally ordered. 
Roughly speaking, the subalgebras we study stand in the same relation to 
the crossed products as the Hardy algebra H”(G), the space of all functions 
of analytic type which belongs to La(G), stand in relation to L”(G). More 
specifically, suppose that M is a von Neumann algebra with a faithful, 
normal and normalized trace 4. Let {a,} ye,. be a one-parameter group of *- 
automorphisms of M such that 4 o a?= 4 (7 E r). We regard M as acting on 
the noncommutative Lebesgue space L’(M, (b) (cf. [ 19]), that is, we identify 
it, when convenient, with the von Neumann algebra of left multiplications on 
L2@f9 (6). Then fay}y,r uniquely extends to a unitary group (U } Er on 
L’(M, 4) such that a,(x) = u,,xu:, x E M. For the Hilbert space L* =‘I’(IJ @ 
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L’(M, () and consider the operators L,, x E M, and L,, y E r, defined on L2 
by the formulae L, = 1 0 x and L,= Sy @ u,,, where {S,},,,, is the tran- 
slation group defined by S,J((y’) =S(y’ - y) for every y’, y E r andfE r*(r). 
Then the von Neumann algebra crossed product determined by M and 
by} ysr is defined to be the von Neumann algebra I! on L2 generated by 
Wx:x E W (=L(M)) and IL,&,-, while the subalgebra which we call a 
nonselfadjoint crossed product is the o-weakly closed subalgebra J2+ 
generated by L(M) and {Lyjysf+, where r+ = (y E E y > 0). Observe that if 
M has dimension one so that (ayJys,. is trivial, then P is isomorphic to 
L”O(G) and Q+ is isomorphic to H”O(G). And note that if r= Z, then f! and 
f!, are the algebras defined in [8] and [9]. Let H2 be the subspace I’(T+) @ 
L2(M, 4) of L2. We shall denote by Lat(f!+) the lattice of subspaces 
invariant under f!+ such that flyer+ L,YJl= {O}. If every subspace 9.k’ in 
Lat(e+) is of the form YJI =R,H2, where R, is a partial isometry in the 
commutant 31 of f!!, we shall say the Beurling-Lax-Halmos theorem 
(hereafter abbreviated the BLH theorem) is valid. In the case of r= Z, 
McAsey, Muhly and the author studied the structure of invariant subspaces 
and the maximality of L! + . In [8], we showed that the following three 
conditions are equivalent: (i) M is a factor; (ii) a conditioned form of the 
BLH theorem is valid; (iii) z+ is maximal among the a-weakly closed 
subalgebras of f!. Moreover, in (91, we showed necessary and sufficient 
conditions under which the BLH theorem is valid. However, unless r= Z, 
the BLH theorem is not valid and invariant subspace structure is very 
complicated. Our objective in this paper is to study the structure of invariant 
subspaces and cocycles as an extension of Helson’s work [4, 51. 
We turn now to a summary of the contents of this paper. In the next 
section we define nonselfadjoint crossed products. In Section 3, we study the 
structure of invariant subspaces. If {ay}yp,. is a one-parameter group of *- 
automorphisms of M which is trivial on the center, then every pure invariant 
subspace which is not right-normalized has the form R,H2, where R, is a 
partial isometry in % (Theorem 3.8). In Section 4, we investigate the 
structure of cocycles of pure, full, left-normalized, invariant subspaces. Let 
‘D be a pure, full, left-normalized, invariant subspace of L2. We associate a 
continuous uniraty cocycle {A,},,R with !UI, where {A,JtER c 31 (Theorem 
4.2). In Section 5, we study two-sided invariant subspaces of L2. If M is a 
factor, then every two-sided invariant subspaces of L2 which does not reduce 
(! is pure and full (Theorem 5.3). Finally, in Section 6, we study the 
maximality of $+ by using cocycles defined in Section 4. Let M be a factor 
and let !&’ be a pure, full, left-normalized, invariant subspace of L2. If h is an 
element in P such that h!tV 2 %R, then h E 2, (Theorem 6.2). And, if M is a 
factor, then I?, is a maximal o-weakly closed subalgebras of L! (Theorem 
6.3). 
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2. NONSELFADJOINT CROSSED PRODUCTS 
Let G be a compact abelian group with the archimedean totally ordered 
dual r. Then there is an order-preserving isomorphism of r onto a subgroup 
of R. Throughout this paper, we suppose that r is a subgroup of R, dense in 
R but endowed with the discrete topology. For each real number t, let e, be 
the element of G defined by e,(n) = exp irk. It is easy to verify the mapping 
from t to e, is a one-to-one continuous homomorphism of R into G and the 
image G, is a dense subgroup of G. Therefore we identify R with G, under 
this correspondence. The pairing between G and r will be written (g, y), 
g E G, y E r, and the Fourier transform will take this form: f(y) = 
Jc (g, y)S( g) &(g), fE L’(G), where ,U is the normalized Haar measure on 
G. Put T+ = {r E E y > 0) and T+O = {y E r: y > 0}, respectively. 
Let M be a von Neumann algebra with a trace 4. In this paper, all traces 
without exception will be assumed to be faithful, normal and normalized. We 
assume M is in standard form and identify it with the von Neumann algebra 
of left multiplications on the noncommutative Lebesgue space L2(M, 4) 
associated with M and 4 (see [ 191). We now fix once for all a representation 
k&- of r as a group of *-automorphisms of M which preserves 4; namely. 
4 0 a;, = 4. Then we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let L:= (f: r-1 M]f (y) = 0, for all butjkitely many 
y}. Then, with respect o pointwise addition and scalar multiplication and the 
operations defined by Eqs. (l)-(3), L, ’ is a Hilbert algebra with identity w 
defined by ~(0) = I,, and w(y) = 0, y # 0. 
(f* g>(Y)= C f(J>a,i(dY-~)), 
(2) 
(3) 
Observe that the Hilbert space completion L* of Li is precisely 
if:r-+L*M 9)ICy,rIlf(Y)llt2(M,m) < co} and may be identified with 
1*(r) @ L*(M, (6). For f in Li, we define operators L, and R, on L2 by the 
formulae Ljg =f * g and R,g = g *J; g E L2. As is customary, we set f? = 
{L,:f E Li}” and 9I = {R,:f E Li}“. Also we define L”O to be the achieved 
Hilbert algebra of all bounded elements in L*. That is, L”O consists of those f
in L* such that the map g --) f * g, g E Li, extends to a bounded operator on 
all of L2. For such anf, we write L, and R, for the operators it determines. 
From Hilbert algebra theory (cf. [3, Chap. 1, Sect. 5]), we have 
P = (Lf:f E L”O} and R = (R,:f E Loo}. Since (aY)ysr preserves 0 on M, 
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k+- uniquely extends to a unitary group {z+,}rer on L2(h4, #). Conse- 
quently, the canonical antiunitary involution J on L2, extending the *- 
operation on Li is given by formula (2) in Proposition 2.1. Also, since L,;J 
has an identity v, L! is a finite von Neumann algebra and the functional r on 
2 defined by t(L,) = V; w) = )(f(O)), fE La, is readily seen to be a finite, 
faithful, normal and normalized trace (cf. [3, p. 851). We abuse notation a 
little and write t(Lf) = r(T,) = r(f). Then 2 is a finite von Neumann algebra 
in standard form, L2 = L2(f?, z), L”O = Loo@!, t), etc. We call L” the von 
Neumann algebra crossed product determined by h4, 4 and {ayJYsr and refer 
to I! and !R as the left and right regular representations of it. 
The original algebra it4 is identified with the subalgebra {xv: x E M} of 
L”, and we abbreviate L,, and R,, by L, and R,, respectively. It is 
instructive to note that (L,f)(y) = xf(y) while (R,f)(y) =f(y) a,(x),fE L2. 
As before, we write L(M) = {L,: x E M} and R(M) = {R,: x E M}, respec- 
tively. The unitary groups {L,},,, and {R,},,, on L2 defined by the formulae 
and 
(R,f)@) =./“(A - Y), fE L2, 1 E r, 
play a very important role. For, as a straightforward calculation reveals, 
ff = 1Jwh wyl,,rlN and Yl= {R(M), {R,},,,}“. The automorphism {a,},,o 
of I! dual to {cx,,}~~~ in the sense of Takesaki [ 181 is implemented by the 
unitary representation of G, { Wg}gsG, defined by the formula (W,f)(y) = 
(g, r)f(r), fE L2; that is, /3,(L,) = W,L, Wf, by definition. Similarly, we 
deline /3,(R,) = W,R, Wz. It is easy to see that /3,(L,) = Lwgcf) for all f in 
Lm and similarly for R,. On account of this, we write W,(s) =/3,(f) when 
fE L”O. It is elementary to check that the spectral resolution of { W,},,, is 
given by the formula 
w, = c (k% r> Ey, 
YET 
where Ey is the projection on L2 defined by the formulae 
(E,f)(4 =fW9 1 = Y, 
= 0, A # y. 
It is equally easy to check that the projection E, can be calculated as the 
(Bochner) integral 
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The restriction on E, on L”O will be denoted by .sY and we shall write E,&) = 
L rfif) and @f) = R+f) as well. Of course, we may write 
ey= G k3 Y>P, &(g), I- 
but where the integral converges in the u-weak topology when applied to 
operators. 
NextwedeflneH*={f E L’:f(y)=O,yEr,y<O},wedefineH”tobe 
L” n HZ, and refer to it as the nonselfadjoint crossed product determined by 
M and f~ylyor- Also X?+ = {L,:f E H”} and R, = {Rf:fe Hm}. Then we 
have 
THEOREM 2.2 (cf. 171). The algebra 2, (resp. % +) is a finite maximal 
subdiagonal algebra of I? (resp. %) with respect to eO and t which is 
introduced by Arveson [ 11. Further, f!+ (resp. VI+) is the a-weakly closed 
subalgebra of C (resp. 31) generated by (LJye,., and L(M) (resp. (R,Jye,. + 
and R(M)). 
3. INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
In this section, we investigate the invariant subspace structure of the 
nonselfadjoint crossed product defined in Section 2. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let 9I be a closed subspace of L*. We shall say that ID7 
is: left-invariant, if Q+ ‘$4 E 93; left-reducing, if f?YJ s W; left-pure, if 1111 
contains no left-reducing subspace; and left-full, if the smallest left-reducing 
subspace containing W is all of L*. The right-hand versions of these 
concepts are defined similarly, and a closed subspace which is both left and 
right will be called two-sided invariant. 
In this paper all results will be formulated in terms of left-invariant 
subspaces. We leave it to the reader to rephrase them to obtain ‘right-hand” 
statements. In order to shorten the writing, whenever we refer to a subspace 
as being invariant, reducing, pure or full without specifying otherwise, we 
intend that it is left-invariant, left-reducing, etc. When we refer to a two-sided 
invariant subspace as pure or full, we shall mean that it is left-pure or left- 
full. This does not mean that it is either right-pure or right-full. 
The proof of the following proposition is straightforward because !i! + is 
the u-weakly closed subalgebra of 52 generated by L(M) and {Ly}yer+, and so 
will be omitted. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let m be an invariant s&space in L2. Then 
(1) %JI reduces L(M); 
(2) M reduces f! ifand only f!W reduces {LY}YEr+; 
(3) 9JI ispure ifand only if A,,,, L,!IR = (0); and 
(4) !W isfull tfand only KV,,~,+ L-,%N = L’. 
Let !IR be an invariant subspace of L’. Put !UI, = L,!UI, y E IY The family 
of subspaces !U$ decreases as y increases in I’. We define 
yJ4+,= A m-y, mm,-,= v my, 
YEr+O YEr+o 
where T+O denotes the strictly positive elements of r+ . 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let %lI be an invariant subspace of L2. Then W is said 
to be left- (resp. right-) normalized in case !UI = !IJIm, +)(resp. !N = 9R,-,). If 
Yli’ is both left- and right-normalized, then !I&’ is said to be completely nor- 
malized. 
We now have the following proposition. The proof is easy and so will be 
omitted. 
PROPOSITION 3.4 (cf. [7]). Let !UI be an invariant subspace of L*. Then 
(1) !I0 is contained in a unique, minimal, left-normalized, invariant 
subspace mm, + and contains a unique, maximal, right-normalized, invariant 
subspace !UIxn,-, . 
(2) mm,,,),., = q+,, Cm,+,),-, = W,+ PJLL = mm,-, and 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let !UI be an invariant subspace of L2 which is not 
reducing. Then fat, +, is not reducing too. 
Proof: Suppose that ‘9X, +, is reducing. For every x E !I% L-,,x E IIR, +) 
for each p E T+O. Therefore L,L _ 2px E 9JI for each y E T+O. Since there is 
an element y E T+,, such that y < p, L-,x = Lp-,,LyL--2px E %R Thus !IJI is 
reducing by Proposition 3.2(2). This is a contradiction, and completes the 
proof. 
We now investigate the structure of invariant subspaces of L2 which are 
not right-normalized, 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let 9JI be an invariant subspace such that 
5 = %I @ %R,-, # {O} Then 
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Proof. It is clear that L,,G I L,,,B for every y, y’ E r+ (y # y’). Put 
m==@oCyEr+ @ L$f. We prove that ‘31= Apr+ L,IIR. Let y E R. Since 
y = L,L:y for any y E T+,, and (L,*y, L,x) = (y, L,+,x) = 0 for h E r+ and 
every x E 5, we have LFy E R. So we have W c nysr+ L,R c dyer+ L,!Ul. 
Conversely, for every x E nycr+ L,!Bl there exists an element x,E !RI such 
that x = L,x, for every y E r+ . If h is any element in r+ , then there exists 
an element y E T+O such that y > h. For every y E 5, we have 
(x7 L,Y) = (Lyxy, L,Y) = (Ly-hXy, Y) = 0. 
Therefore x E W and so R = nycr+ L,!lR. This completes the proof. 
Since 0 yEr+LY9Jl is a reducing subspace, there is a projection R, E 9l 
such that &r+ L,!Ul = R,L* (cf. [ 14, Theorem 4.11). Since Dyer+ @ L,,B is 
a pure, invariant subspace, it suffkes to consider a pure, invariant subspace 
of L2 which is not right-normalized. 
THEOREM 3.7. For i = 1,2, let !tR, be a pure, invariant subspace of L2 
such that Wi +Z (!Ul,),-,, let qi be the projection of L2 onto Wi, and pi be the 
projection of L2 onto IIR, 0 (YJlJ,-, (=Bi), i= 1,2. Then each pi lies in 
L(M)‘, and pz <p, in L(M)’ if and only if there is a partial isometry R,, in 
‘J1 such that q2 = R,q,R$. In this case %ll, = R,!Vl,. 
ProoJ: Each qi lies in L(M)’ by Proposition 3.2; and since L y normalizes 
L(M), and therefore L(M)‘, it follows that pi = qi - VYBr+O L,q,LF lies in 
L(M)’ also. If p2 <pl in L(M)‘, then there is a partial isometry w in L(M)’ 
such that p2 = ww* and W*W <p,. Since L,piL: is orthogonal to L,~piL: 
for y, y’ E r, y# y’, it follows that Cvrr L,wL: converges in the strong 
operator topology to a partial isometry R, which, as a calculation shows, 
belongs to 2 = VI. Since each !U$ is pure, 
and 
H 
c L,P&i z LY,W”LZ 
VlEf-+ I( Y3Er 
= c Ly,wL;L,P,L;L,w*L; 
YzEJ-+.vl.YJer 
= c L,wp,w*L; 
YErt 
= 11 L,ww”LT 
YEr+ 
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=q2. 
Thus R,q,R,* = q2 as asserted. The converse is trivial because R, lies in 
X!’ c L(M)’ and 
=42 - v L,q,q =p2, 
YEr+o 
showing that p2 <p, in L(M)‘. This completes the proof. 
Throughout this paper, if W is a closed subspace of L ‘, then psi will denote 
the projection of L2 onto !II. 
THEOREM 3.8. Suppose that ayj2xes the center 3(M) of M elementwise 
for every y E I. If !lN is a pure, invariant subspace such that YW + 5Ul, -), then 
there exists a partial isometry R,) in !R such that !lN = R,H2 and 
R, PH2 R,* = Pm. Moreover, R, is unitary if and onIy if 9J is full. 
Proof. Let P be the projection of L 2 onto !lJI 0 2JIm,-, and let P,, be the 
projection of L2 onto H2 0 (HZ)(-). By Proposition 3.7, P and P, lie in the 
commutant L(M)’ of L(M). By the Comparability theorem (cf. [3, p. 218, 
Theorem 1 I), there exists a projection z in 3(M) such that L,P < L, P, and 
(1 - L,) P > (1 - L,) P,. Since aY fixes the center 3(M) of M elementwise 
for every y E r, it is clear that L, E 3(Z) n L(M). Since L, W and L, H2 are 
pure, invariant subspaces of Lz which are not right-normalized, by 
Proposition 3.7, there is a partial isometry R,, in R such that L,W = 
R,,L, Hz. If necessary, we may suppose that R,,Ro*,, Rz,R,,, <L,. Similarly, 
there is a partial isometry RV2 in !II such that (1 -L,) HZ = R,Jl -L,) !DI, 
R02(1 -L,) PRv*, = (1 -L,) PHz and RD,R$ RU*,R,, < 1 -L,. But then, 
since RU2 and L, commute and H2 is full, we find that 
R& -L,)L’ =Ru2 (p1 --LzPq 
= v L,RtJl -LA m 
w- 
= v L,(l -L,)H2 
m- 
= (1 -L,)L$ 
that is, R”,RU*, = 1 -L,. Since, however, R is finite, RV*,RV, = 1 -L, and we 
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may consequently write (1 - L,) ID1 = Rz2( 1 - Z,,) H2. Therefore, putting 
R, = R,, i- RU*,, R, is a partial isometry in 31 such that !LlI = R,H2 and 
R,P,,R,* = Pm as asserted. The last statement in the theorem is clear and 
the proof is complete. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let {c+,}~~,. be a one-parameter group of *- 
automorphisms of M which is trivial on the center of M. If 9.Y is a pure, 
invariant subspace of L2, then either 9R = IIJ1, _) or 9A = ‘JJ1, + ). 
ProoJ: Suppose that %I # YJI,-, . By Proposition 3.8, there is a partial 
isometry R, in !R such that ‘ZUI = R, H2. Let Q be the projection of L * onto 
W and Q, be the projection of L* onto H2. Thus, by Theorem 3.8, we may 
choose a partial isometry R, in % such that R, Q,,R ,* = Q. Then 
P m(+,= A L-,QL,= /\ L~R~QoR:L~ 
YEr+O YEJ-+Cl 
=R, (,;+OL-YQ,L,) R,* =&QoR: = Q. 
Therefore ID1 = !lJl( + ) . This completes the proof. 
We now put Hi = (Hz),-,. Then we have the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let {ay)Ypr be a one-parameter group of center 
trivial *-automorphisms of A4. If !m is a right-normalized, pure, invariant 
subspace of L 2 such that 1111~ Mm, +) , then there is a partial isometry R, in 9t 
such that !m = R, Hi. 
Proof. Since Xl+ +) is a pure, invariant subspace of L * such that 
9Rn, +) 3 ‘!UI-, , by Theorem 3.8, there is a partial isometry R, in % such that 
m (+, = R,H2 and Pm,+,= R,Pn2R,. * Since ‘9JI = (2JI(+,),_, by Proposition 
3.4, 
= R, ( yy+, L&L;) R: = R.P,;R;. 
Thus we have YJl = R,, Hi. This completes the proof. 
4. COCYCLES 
In this section we investigate cocycles of pure, full, invariant subspaces of 
L2. We now fix a pure, full, left-normalized, invariant subspace W of L2. 
580/45/2-4 
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Define !UI’ I = L,!lR for each 1 in Z and denote by Pn by the projection of L2 
onto 3Rm,. As L increases through Z, Pn decreases from the identity Z to 0, by 
Proposition 3.2. For real numbers 1 not in Z’, we define P, so that the family 
IPA LeIl is continuous from the left. Then I- PA is a resolution of the 
identity in L2, to which Stone’s theorem associates the unitary group 
Vt = - e’” dP,. 
We want to describe those unitary groups in L* that arise from pure, full, 
left-normalized, invariant subspaces. 
THEOREM 4.1. The families {PA}nsR and { VtJtER associated with a pure, 
fill, left-normalized, invariant subspace !III satisfv 
P J+y=LyP&; 
VtLY = eftyLy VI, t,1ER, yET. 
PA, v, EL(M)‘. (4.2) 
Every left-continuous family of projections {PA}naR and every continuous 
unitary group { VtheR that (4.2) are obtained from a unique, pure, full, left- 
normalized, invariant subspace of L2. 
Proof The second part of (4.2), called the Weyl commutation relation 
for the pair of unitary groups, is proved by this calculation: 
L;V,L,,= -lw 
--8 
eifa d(LFP,L,) = --l_“, e”’ dPApv 
I 
(D 
c-e itY eita dP, = euyVt. (4.3) 
-co 
Conversely, if { Vr}lsR is a unitary group satisfying (4.2), then its spectral 
resolution satisfies (4.2). Equation (4.3) follows. Thus {V,},,, is associated 
‘with a pure, full, left-normalized, invariant subspace, whose uniqueness is 
obvious. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 4.2. Each continuous unitary group {V,},,, in L* satisfying 
(4.2) has this form; V, = A, W,, where {A,}l,, is a continuous unitary family 
on L* such that 
(i) A,ERfor each tER; 
(ii) AI+,, = A, W,A, W;” = A,&(A.), t, u E R. 
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Cowers&, If {At},,R is any such unitary family on L’, then Y, = A, W, 
defines continuous unitary group in Lz that satisfies (4.2). 
ProoJ LetfEL’. For every y, 6EI’and tER, we have 
W,Ls WTf NY) = e’*V,WTf )(y) = e’Y’u,(Wirf )(y - 6) 
= efyfe-i(y--b)f~6 f (y - 6) = eist(L, f )(j7), 
Thus we have W,L, W;” = eistLB and so 
AFL,A, = (V, w;E)* L,(Vt W;F) = W,(Vl”L, V,) Wf = L,. 
On the other hand, it is clear that V, and W, are elements in L(M)‘. Hence 
A, E L(M)‘. Thus A, E %. Further we have 
Conversely, it is clear that such a family (A,},,, defines a unitary group 
{V,l,,R on L2. This completes the proof. 
DEFINITION 4.3. A unitary family (A,},,, satisfying the conditions of 
Theorem 4.2 will be called a cocycle determined by a pure, full, left- 
normalized, invariant subspace of Lt. 
We have established a one-to-one correspondence between pure, full, left- 
normalized, invariant subspaces of L* and cocycles. For HZ, the projections 
are given by 
(P*f )(Y) =f (Y), Y 24 
= 0, y < A. (4.4) 
Hence Vl = W, and so A, = 1 for all t E R. The projections associated with 
R,H2, where R, is a unitary operator in 31 are R,P,R,*, where PA is given 
by (4.4). From (4.1), we see that Vt=R, W,R,* and A,= R, W,R,*W;” = 
R,&(R:). A cocycle A, = RJ,(R,*) is called a coboundary. The same 
calculation shows that if !UI has a cocycle {A,},,,, then R,!JJl (RU: a unitary 
operator in 91) has the cocycle R,AJJ,(R,*). Two cocycles are called 
cohomologous if one is a coboundary times the others. We now have proved 
that two, pure, full, left-normalized, invariant subspaces are related by a 
unitary operator in W if and only if their cocycles are cohomologous. 
Next we show that an exceptional subspace exists if r is not the group of 
R. Let I be a real number not in I’. Define !IJI = {f E L*:/(Y) = 0 for all 
y E r, y < A}. It is clear that !IJI is a pure, full, two-sided invariant subspace 
of L* such that (m =3R(+,= 9Jl-,. The cocycle of 9JJ is A,= eerAt for all 
tE R. 
We now consider pure, full, left-normalized, invariant subspaces of L* 
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which are not right-normalized. We can obtain more information about such 
subspaces and cocycles than before. We fix a pure, full, left-normalized, 
invariant subspace W of L2 which is not right-normalized, Let PA be a 
projection of Lz onto mm, for every 1 E IY Since %R is not right-normalized, 
PA- v P,#O for every 1 in K 
“,zr” 
Put E,=P,--v Y,A,yE,. P, and define a continuous unitary group { V,),,, on 
L2 by the equation 
Vg = c 6s r> E,. 
Ysr 
(4.5) 
And we define a cocycle {A,},,, of !UI by A, = Vg Wg*. As in Theorems 4.1 
and 4.2, we have the following theorems analogously. 
THEOREM 4.4. The families {P,},,, and { V,},,a associated with a pure, 
fill, left-normalized, invariant subspace such that !UI’ 3 !.UI-, satisfv 
PA, v, E L(M)‘; P,,, = L,P,L,*; 
VgL, = (g,& vg’ A,dEr, gE G. (4.6) 
Every family of projections (PA}nsr and every continuous unitary group 
IvBlSsG satisfying (4.6) are obtained from a unique, pure, full, left- 
normalized, invariant subspace which is not right-normalized. 
THEOREM 4.5. Each continuous unitary group {V,},,, in L2 satisfying 
(4.6) has this form; VB = A, W,, where {Ag}gaG is a continuous unitary group 
of% such that A*+,, = A, W,A, Wz for all g, h E G. Conversely, if {A,],EG is 
any such continuous unitary group of 31, then V, = A, W, defines a 
continuous unitary group in L2 that satisfy (4.6). 
5. TWO-SIDED INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
In this section, we present the structure of two-sided invariant subspaces 
of L*. We shall show that, if M is a factor, then every two-sided invariant 
subspace of L2 which is not reducing is pure and full. To prove this, we need 
the following results. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that M is a factor. If 23 is a {/3,],.o-invariant u- 
weakly closed subalgebra of 2 containing 2 + , then either $ = S! or 23 = r! + . 
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Proof. Since 23 is {/?b}gEG- invariant and u-weakly closed, &Y(Lf) lies in b 
for all Lf’Z d. So, if g+ $ %, then there is an L,E 23 and a y(<O) E r such 
that E&L,) # 0. For this L,, we may write E,,(J!,~) = L,L, for some x E 44. But 
then, since L(M) cl, cd, we may write L(M) L,L(M) L,= 
L(M) L,L,L(M) c d. Since finite factors are algebraically simple [3, 
p. 2571, L(M) L,L(M) = L(M), and so L,E 8. For every ~‘((0) E r, if 
y’ > y, then L,, = L,,-,L,E 8. On the other hand, if y’ < y, then there exists 
an n > 0 such that try< y’. Thus L,, =L,,-.,L”,E b and so B = f!. This 
completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Suppose that M is a factor and I! is not a factor. Then 
3 (f?) n I! + is a maximal a-weakly closed subalgebra of f?. 
Proof. Set 3(X?) n L! + = lI and [3(f?)]2 =H. Let f be a non-zero element 
in ll. We now consider the closed subspace [Uf], (=9-l) of [II],. Since 
8,(3(e)) = 3P-97 V,JgeG may be considered to 3(X?). Since L(M) is the fixed 
point algebra of {P,},,G in 2, I&},,, acts ergodically on 3(2) and it is easy 
to show that U is a weak *-Dirichlet algebra. Let Sp/3 be the spectrum of 
{&E, IWi in the sense of Arveson [2]. In this case, it is well-known that 
Sp /I is a subgroup of r. For every 1 E Sp 8, there exists a unitary element 
qn E 3(E) such that Sp6(qA) = {A} in the sense of [2]. It is easy to prove that 
3(Q) is generated by {qA}nsspa and U is generated by {qA}nGs,,gnr+, espec- 
tively. Let E be the support projection off in 3(e). Then E E 3(P). Set 
m,=q,!UI for every nESp/? and put ~JI~,=V,,,,,~~ and !JJImim= 
A leSpl)!UIA. Since YJI+co~ [II], and YJI,, is a 3(g))-invariant subspace of 
H, wehave!IJI+,= (0). On the other hand, since E is the support projection 
off, wm= EH. Let P, be the projection of H onto m, and put pf = /i {P,; 
,4 < t, J E Sp/3} (t E R). Then {pt},,, is continuous from the left. Thus 
E - Ff is a resolution of the identity in EH, to which Stone’s theorem 
associates the continuous one-parameter group 
Vt = - -m eits djjs 
J -m 
of partial isometries on H such that VT Vt = V, VT = E. It is easy to prove 
that W,q, W: = e”*q, and q: VtqA = eit*Vt. Put A, = V, WT. Then we have 
for every J.ESp#Iand tER, 
q~At=q~VtW~=q,Vtq,*qAW~=e-i’AVtq,W~ 
=e -i’“VtWfWtq~Wf=VtW:q,=Atq,. 
Thus A, E 3(S!)’ = 3(5!) is a maximal abelian subalgebra on H, and we have 
V,EV;r =A, W,EW;AP =/I,(E) E 
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and, since VI V;” = VT V, = E, we have 
p,(E) EH = V, E V:H = V, EH = EH. 
Therefore /3,(E) E = E and it is easy that p,(E) = E. Since R is dense in G, 
/3,(E) = E, g E G, and so E = 1,. Thus the support of every nonzero element 
in U is 1,. By [ll, Theorem] or [IS, Theorem], U is a maximal o-weakly 
closed subalgebra of 3(Z). This completes the proof. 
Our goal in this section is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose that A4 is a factor. Then every two-sided 
invariant subspace of L2 which does not reduce I! is pure and full. 
Proof: Let !DI be a two-sided invariant subspace of L2 which does not 
reduce 2. Put !IR (o = /?rsr L,im and 9R-, = Vysr L,!N, respectively. Let P, 
be the projection onto 9X,. Then P, is different from I. Since !.Vm, is a 
reducing subspace of L2, P, E %. Since, however, !I& is invariant under 
!R+ , P, commutes with R(M) and RQ, RF Q P, for each y E lY Since !R is 
finite, we actually have equality; RQ,RS = P,, y E r+ . This P, lies in 
3(E). If I! is a factor, then, since P, # 1, P, must be zero and we are done. 
We suppose that I! is not a factor. Now we consider the proper u-weakly 
closed subalgebra 23 = {L,E 2: L$IJI G !DI ) of 2. Since P, !IN c P,L2 c !JJI, 
P, E 3(i!)n d. By Proposition 5.1, we find that either 3(2)n ‘23 = 
3wne+9 in which case P, = 0, or 3(2) n b = 3(E). But if 3(f!) were 
contained in 9, then the a-weakly closed subalgebra generated by 2, and 
369 would be a U-$1,,,- invariant subalgebra of 2 satisfying the relations 
2+ g CD c 8 $2. Since this is not possible by Lemma 5.1, we conclude once 
more that P, must be zero. Therefore, ID1 is pure. To show that 98 is full, let 
P --oo be the projection onto !JR-, . Then, as before, P-, lies in 3(Z), but 
this time P-, is not zero. Also P-, %R = %I because %R c mm_, = P-,L2. 
As before P-, = 1. Thus !JJl is full. This completes the proof. 
If kqycr acts freely on the center 3(M) of 44, then it is well known that 2 
is a factor. As in the proof of Theorem 5.3, if 2 is a factor, then we easily 
have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.4. Suppose that I! is a factor. Then every two-sided 
invariant subspace of L 2 which is not reducing is pure and full. 
6. MAXIMAUTY 
In this section, we study the maximality of 2, as a o-weakly closed 
subalgebra. 
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LEMMA 6.1. Let !JI be a pure, full, left-normalized, invariant subspace of 
L2 and let {V,},,, be a continuous unitary group on L’ defined by (4.1). 
Then 
(1) p,(L,) = V,L,VF for t E R and L,E I!!; 
(2) For every g E L* and L,E 2, V&g) = ML,) V, g for every 
tER. 
Proof. (1) For every L,ES! and tER, 
W,v;E =A,W,L,W:A;k =A,P,tL,)A: =P,tL,), 
because A, E %. 
Part (2) is clear from (1). 
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose that M is a factor. Let %JI be a pure, full, left- 
normalized, invariant subspace of L2. If L, is an element in I? such that 
L,%XGE, then L,EI?+. 
Proof Let VJI be a pure, full, left-normalized, invariant subspace of L* 
and let i UGR be a continuous unitary group by (4.1). Put B = {Lr E 2: 
L,YJJI c XR}. Then it is clear that !B is a proper u-weakly closed subalgebra 
containing 2 + . By Lemma 6.1, we have 
Since R is dense in G, p&L,,) ‘!U c YJI for every g E G. We now consider the 
u-weakly closed subalgebra 9 off! generated by f?+ and (/,Ig(Lh)JgcG. Then it 
is clear that !D is a {/I,),,, -invariant u-weakly closed subalgebra such that 
P+E’D~%$Q. By Lemma 5.1, ‘L)=Q+. Hence LhEX?+. This completes 
the proof. 
THEOREM 6.3. If M is a factor, then I?+ is a maximal o-weakly closed 
subalgebra of I?. 
Proof. Let ‘$3 be a proper a-weakly closed subalgebra of I containing 
X! + . Form the two-sided invariant subspace [d], and note that [b], # L2 by 
[8, Corollary 1.51. Note too that [d], does not reduce either I! or VI, because 
it contains the cyclic and separating vector w. By Proposition 3.5, ([d],),,, 
is not reducing. Since M is a factor, by Theorem 5.3, ([b],),+, is pure and 
full. Thus, since ([d],),,, is an invariant subspace of L2 with respect o 8, 
by Theorem 6.2, B = 2,. Therefore, 9, is a maximal u-weakly closed 
subalgebra of S!. This completes the proof. 
It is attractive to conjecture that the converse of Theorem 6.3 is true; 
namely, if Q+ is a maximal u-weakly closed subalgebra of C, then M is a 
factor. As a partial answer, we have 
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THEOREM 6.4. Suppose that aY leaves the center 3(M) of M elementwise 
invariant for every y E K Then the following assertions are equivalent. 
(1) M is a factor; 
(2) 2, is a maximal a-weakly closed subalgebra of X!!; and 
(3) 17% is a two-sided invariant subspace of L2 which is not reducing, 
then Illl is full and pure. 
ProoJ: That (1) =S (2) is proved by Theorem 6.3 and (1) S- (3) is proved 
by Theorem 5.3. If M is not a factor, then there is a projection p E 3(M) 
such that 0 <p < 1. By the assumption, it is clear that L, E 3(X!) such that 
O(L,( 1. Put B=L$+@(l-L,)I! and !UI=LL,H2. Then 23 and YJI 
violate (2) and (3). This completes the proof. 
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